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In [Z] we defined the notion of an “inference method” which given a 
finite binary string guesses its continuation. We showed that a special class 
of these inference methods could be used to construct a very general theory 
of confirmation. 
In this paper we investigate the class of strings which are unpredictable 
with respect to these inference method-that is, infinite strings which are 
such that given any initial segment a given inference method will guess its 
continuation incorrectly. We show that such unpredictable strings are also 
what Von Mises [6] called “collectives” (where the ambiguity in Von 
Mises’ definition is appropriately resolved). Thus strings which are 
unpredictable from initial segments are also statistically random. 
This can be regarded as a combinatorial analogue of a result of Martin- 
Lof [S] on computable inference methods. Martin-Liif showed that if the 
shortest algorithmic descriptions of longer and longer initial segments of an 
infinite string are of length rougly equal that of the initial segments they 
describe, then that infinite string is statistically random. We discuss the 
application of minimal algorithmic descriptions to inductive inference 
in [4]. 
We will use the following notation. S is a (finite or infinite) binary string. 
(S)j is the jth bit of S. [Sli is the j-length initial segment of S. ISI is the 
length of S. ISI 1 is the number of l’s in the string S. For a finite S, the den- 
sity of S, D(S)= ISI,/ISI. For an infinite S, D(S)=lim,,, D([S],). 
DEFINITION. An inference function is any function from the set of all 
finite binary strings into the set (0, 1 }. 
Thus if the observed extension of some predicate P is S and f(S) = 1 we 
predict that our next observation of P will be 1. 
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Consistent Inference Methods 
If Si is the extension of the predicate Pi and B(S,, S,,) is the extension of 
the predicate B(P,, PC) for some Boolean function B, then it follows that 
for any strings S1 and S, and all j, (B(S,, S,))j=B((S,)j, (S,)j). Thus we 
have the following 
DEFINITION. An inference function f is consistent if for any Boolean 
function 3 and any two strings S, and S2 of equal length, f(B( S1, S,)) = 
4f(Slh f(U). 
THEOREM. f is a consistent inference function if and only if there exists a 
total function g: N - { 1 } -+ N with g(j) <j such that for every string S of 
length j- 1, f(s) = (S),,jj. (g is called the repetition strategy corresponding 
tota 
Consistent inference functions are those which can be used on the exten- 
sions of a Boolean-closed class of predicates without yielding self-con+ 
tradictory predictions. The theorem (proved in [a]) states that the only 
consistent inference functions are those which employ a strategy, g, of 
repeating bits of the observed string, independently of the values of those 
bits. While such inference functions are too rigid to be of real interest for 
drawing inferences, they are precisely the ones which can be used as a foun 
dation of a confirmation-based probability theory [2], particularly when 
considered as an ensemble [3]. 
Sensitive and Balanced Inference Functions 
The class of inference functions we wish to consider can be narrowed 
somewhat further by imposing some simple symmetry conditions on the 
choice of bits which the repetition strategy g chooses to repeat. 
Let S. T be the concatenation of strings S and T. Let fi(S) = f(S) and 
let J;:+l(S)=ftS-fi(S).f2(S). -f- .f,(S)). Let N(S) be (as in [2,3]) the 
infinite string S. fi(S) . f*(S). . . . . 
DEFINITION. An infinite binary string p is inferrable in f if there exists a 
finite string S such that p = H(S). 
DEFINITION. f is a sensitive inference function if all strings inferrable in 
f (except Ow) have positive density. 
Sensitivity implies a lower bound on the impact of an individual bit in 
the repetition strategy g corresponding to the inference function J: 
DEFINITION. A finite string S is unpredictable in f if f ([S] isI _ 1) # (S),,, . 
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DEFINITION. An infinite string c1 is totally unpredictable in f if for all 
sufficiently large i, [a] i is unpredictable in f: 
DEFINITION. An inference function f is balanced if for every string a 
which is totally unpredictable in f, D(a) = 4. 
EXAMPLE. Let f be the inference function the corresponding repetition 
strategy of which is g(j) = j - 2 LiOQJ. Then f is consistent, sensitive, and 
balanced. 
If observation of a string confirms none of its expectations, a balanced 
inference function will in the long run favor neither 0 nor 1 as predictions. 
We wish to show that even more is true. If a string is totally unpredictable 
then it is random in a much stronger statistical sense defined by Von 
Mises [6]. 
Collectives 
Given two infinite binary strings 01 and /I we say that the ith bit of a is 
opposite the ith bit of /?. Let /3[a] (read: p filter N) be the string of bits of M 
opposite the l’s in p, Von Mises defined a “collective” as an infinite string CI 
such that for all B (with 181 I = k) belong to some class of “sampling 
strings,” D(B[a]) = 1. This was meant to parallel the idea that if a game is 
fair there is no ultimately successful (i.e., density not equal f) betting system 
(i.e., sampling string). Von Mises left open the definition of the class of 
sampling strings and many suggestions have been offered, most notably 
that of Church [ I] in which the class of sampling strings is the class of 
recursive strings. For our purposes, the definition of the class of sampling 
strings depends on the inference function J: 
DEFINITION. a is an f-collective if D(p[ a] ) = f for every string j? 
inferable in J: 
Main Theorem 
THEOREM. If f is a consistent, balanced, and sensitive inference function 
and c1 is totally unpredictable in f, then u is an f-collective. 
The theorem says that if u repeatedly confounds some balanced inference 
method then any permissible sampling of CI will have density 1. 
We will need some new notation and several lemmas to prove the 
theorem. 
For an integer y and repetition strategy g we inductively construct the 
tree T, as follows. Let y be the root and let the sons of k be all j such that 
d.d = k. Let T,, Xl.rXn be the tree TY with the subtrees TX,, . . . . TX, pruned 
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off. In general, if T is a tree with one root let T * be the tree T with the 
addition of a single unlabeled mode which serves as the father of the root 
of T 
Let UI be the forest of trees (T,, 2,...,lr T2,Kl, . . . . T!). Observe that each 
integer appears as a node exactly once in UI for any 1. For a string S of 
length 1 let U, be the same as U, except that, if (S)i= 0, we replace 
Ti, i+l,..., with T)= , ,[. If F is a forest of trees of integers each of which 
appears at most once, let GF(I‘) be the generation of i in F (where a root is 
the first generation) and let PF(i) = GF(l’) (mod 2) (It will be convenient to 
write P, instead of PUS). Let a(S) be the totally unpredictable infinite 
string, the longest predictable initial segment of which is S, 
LEMMA 1. If f is a consistent inference function then for any m > IS/, we 
have (LX(S))~== P,,,,,,m(i) for alZ i. In particular, (cl(S)), = Ps(i) for all i. 
Proof: The proof proceeds by induction over r’. For i<m, the equality 
holds trivially. Let k be greater than m and suppose that for all i -=c k we 
know (a),= PC,,,(i). We prove that (cc)~ = PC,,,(k). Since [elk is unpredic- 
table, (~1~ = 1 -f(CaL 1) = 1 - (a),(k] = I- P~,&dk)) = PCal,(kI. The 
last equality follows from the fact that k is the son of g(k) in UCajm and 
hence Gc,~,(~) = Gc,,,kW) + 1. Q.E.D. 
If F is a forest of integers in which each integer appears at most once, let 
# JF) = the number of integers less than or equal to 12 which appear as 
nodes in F. Let D,(F) = # .(F)/n and let D(F) = lim,, o. D,(F) if the limit 
exists. 
Let # JPF) = the number of integers i < n which appear as nodes in F 
and have the property PF(i)= 1. Let D,(P,)= #JPF)/#,,(F) and let 
D( PF) = lim, _ co D,(P,) if the limit exists. 
LEMMA 2. Zf f is a consistent and balanced inference function then 
D( T,) > 0 implies D(PTy) = 4. 
The lemma says that if a subtree of the tree representing f has positive 
density then its members are equally distributed between odd and even 
generations. 
Proof: If f is balanced then, by the previous lemma, for any S and 
m>, ISI we have D(Pc,Csj,,) = D(a(S)) = f. Letting S= lY we have 4 = 
D(Ps) = W&-J . D(T,,& + Wr~,nf . W’,,m) + . . . -+ 
D(PTy) D(T,). Now consider a(lY-l). We have f = D(PCaClv-~)$ = 
W’w-lo) = W,,& . D(T,,= + ... + W’,y-J . D(T,-,,,) + 
(1 - D(PTy)) . D( T,). Subtracting, we get 0 = (1 - 2D(Pry)) D( T,,). Thus if 
D( T,) # 0 it follows that D(P,J = 1. Q.E.D. 
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If S and R are strings of equal length then let the forest U,, be the 
forest which results from eliminating from the forest U, all trees U, i+l,..., 
for which (R), = 0. 
LEMMA 3. If f is a consistent and balanced inference function then for 
any strings R and S we have D(H(R)[a(S)])=D(PCa,m,CH(R),,), where 
mZmax(lSl, 14). 
Proof: By the first lemma, (cx(S))~= P[,,,(i). Thus it is sufficient to 
show that (H(R)),= 1 if and only if i appears in Ural,,tHCRjI,. Recalling 
that g(i) < i, note that there is some smallest number, say k, such that 
gk( i) < m. Now (H(R)),= (H(R)),(,,= ... = (H(R))$,,. That is, 
(ff(R))i= 1 iff Tg*(i),$(i)+t,...,m below to UCal,I~H(R)I, iff i appears in 
The last equivalence follows from the fact that i is a descendant of 
g”(i) + 1, . . . . m and hence also appears in TgkCij, gkCij + l,...,m. Q.E.D. 
The theorem is proved if we can show for any totally unpredictable tl 
and consistent, balanced, and sensitive f that we have D(PLa7m,CHCRj,,) = 3 
and thus D(H(R)[a(S)]) = 4. 
Now since i E T, iff (H(Oy - ‘1 ))i = 1 (i.e., the characteristic string of T, is 
inferable) it follows that if f is sensitive then D( T,,) # 0 for all y. But then 
by the second lemma D(P,J = 1 for all y and thus D(PTjm) = f for all 
i, m. That is, for every tree T in UCM,m,CH~R~I, we have fi(@i) = f so that 
~(PCa,,,pf(R),,) = f and thus D(H(R)[a(S)])=$ and the theorem is 
proved. 
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